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ABSTRACT

It is argued that a flexible exchange rate system will (1) not re—

• quire deflation to restore equilibrium to the external balance and there-

fore will not infringe on national autonomy , (2) not impose increased

costs on the foreign trade sector, and (3) provide the necessary inter-

national monetary restraint. In the first section following, I present

arguments to the effect that adjustment under either a flexible or fixed ex—

change rate system (assuming they are properly functioning) will result in higher

unemployment and economic recession (i.e., there ’s no such thing as a free

lunch) and that, as such, flexible rates do not provide for an increase in

domestic economic autonomy . In the second section I discuss the various

sources of costs in international transactions and whether these costs

(and costs in general) have increased relative to those under a fixed

rate system. In the third section I discuss the obvious lack of mone-

tary restraint that has prevailed under both systems and conclude that

the issue should be not whether a fixed rate system is better than a

flexible rate system~ but whether it will be possible to impose the do-

mestic monetary restraint necessary to make either system work. I then

conclude with a discussion of the possible future role of the International

Monetary Fund and/or gold in bringing about the needed restraint .

This paper was prepared for a tutorial in International Economics

which I took as a graduate fellow of the Rand Graduate Institute.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In “The. Case for Flexible Exchange Rates, 1969,” Johnson states

that the “fundamental argument for flexible exchange rates is that

they would allow countries autonomy with respect to their use of

monetary , fiscal, and other policy instruments, consistent with the

• maintenance of whatever degree of freedom in international transac-

tions they chose to allow their citizens, by automatically ensuring

the preservation of external equilibrium.”
3 He claims that such a

• system would thus provide an adjustment mechanism that would “not require

countries to deflate or inflate their economies beyond politically

tolerable limits.”

With regard to the increased exchange—rate uncertainty of such a

system and its effect on the volume of foreign trade, Johnson sLates

that “traders averse to uncertainty could be able to hedge their trans--

actions through the forward exchange markets.” To those who argue that

the cost of such hedging would be prohibitive he explains that under a

flexible exchange rate system the expectation of a currency movement

would be reflected in both the spot and forward markets, and as a result

the cost of hedging would be kept within “reasonable bounds.”

Concerning the fixed exchange rate system (circa 1969) he complains

that it provides no “centralized control of the overall quantity of inter—

national money and international monetary conditions .” He admits that

under a gold standard the necessary international monetary control would

(theoretically) be exercised automatically by the available quantity of

monetary gold——a quantity that could not be influenced by national govern—

ments——by affecting national money supplies through the obligation to

—•— -~~ — • — - ~~~
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maintain a gold reserve adequate to guarantee convertibility at the

fixed exchange rate. He refers, though , to this system as “barbaroust’

(apparently equating the gold standard with fixed—exchange rates) In

that the resulting deflation and economic slowdown caused by outflow of

gold to pay off foreign obligations would force an increase in unemploy-

ment.  He seems to infer then that a fixed rate system monitored by an

international organization would not be so “ba rbarous ,” although it would

still necessarily require periodic deflation to maintain parity and thus

a decrease in national autonomy . In any event , it is clear that since

the abandonment of the gold standard (which for all intents and purposes

occurred with the formation of the two—tier system In 1968) there has

been little control over the growth of the international monetary reserves.
19

Thus Johnson appears to be arguing that a flexible exchange rate

system will 1) not require deflation to restore equilibrium to the external

ha I .iu~. and I here tore will not i n f r i n g e  on nat I ona I autonomy , _
~ 

) not in—

pose increased costs on the foreign trade sector, and 3) provide the  nect’s—

sary I n t e rn at  tona l monetary restraint - In the first sect ion to l  low in g , I

present arguments to the effect that ad)ustment under tith er svst om (.issum—

ing they are properl y func t toning) w i l l  result in hi gher unemp loyme ’nt and

economic recess ion ( I . . , the r e ’ s no such t h i n g  as a f r ee  1 un ch )  and t h a t

as such , f lexible rates do not p roy ide for  an Inc rt ’ a st’ in domes t it ’ t ’conom Ic auto -

nomy . In the second section I discuss the var ious  sources of costs  In i n t e r —

nationa l transactions and whether  these costs (and costs in general) have

increased relative to those under a fixes ra te  system. In  the  t h i r d  se c t i on

I discuss the obv ious lack of  moneta ry rest ra i n t  tha t  has prevailed und er

bot h systems and conclude tha t the issue should be not whether  ., f i xed  r a t e

system is bet ter  than a flexible  rate system ,but whether  i t  w i l l  he po~ s i h l e

• ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —•  • • • • .  
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to impose the domestic monetary restraint necessary to make either

system work. I then conclude with a discussion of the possible future

role of the International Monetary Fund and/or gold in bringing about

the needed restraint.
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II. DEVALUATION VS DEFLATION

In “The Monetary Approach to the Balance of Paym ents”1 Johnson

argues that a balance—of—payments deficit is a stock—adjustment disequil ib—

• rium phenomenon and not a flow equilibrium phenomenon . That is, “inflows

or outflows of money are systems of a disequilibrium between desired and

actual stocks which are being adjusted by means of an excess of income

over expenditure or vice versa, and such differences will gradually dis-

appear as the corresponding money flow brings desired and actual money

stock back to equality.” Thus he concludes that devaluation is logically

equivalent to a contraction of the money supply at an unchanged exchange

rate and that such a policy will be effective only if the reduction in 

*real balances through devaluation is not offset 
~L

domestic credit creation .

The immediate question must he , “how can flexible rates promote autonomous

national policy when devaluations must be accompanied by reduced domestic

credit expansion?”

The increase in domestic prices caused by devaluation reduces the

real value of the existing money stock, and thus the policy amounts to

increasing the nominal amount of money demanded . Both deflation and

devaluation reduce “real balance” by creating an excess demand for money;

deflation by decreasing the nominal amount supplied , devaluation by

increasing the nominal amount demanded. (That is, both policies should

result in a decrease in the price of domestic goods relative to foreign

goods.) Thus, satiating the excess demand for money caused by a devalua-

tion (via inflationary domestic policy) is identical to not deflating

*Emphasis added.
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under a fixed exchange rate system, and therefore precludes any improvement

in the balance of payments. This conclusion does not require assumption

regarding the extent of unemployment and excess capacity .2° Empirical

support for this is provided by Connoly and Taylor21 who have shown that

the rate of domestic credit expansion has been an important determinant

on the degree of improvement of the balance of payments of the devaluing

country.

Wilf red Guth
4 
goes even farther with regard to the necessary mone-

tary restraint by stating, on the basis of recent balance—of—payments per—

performances that “devaluations only work in the desired direction if they

are underpinned by domestic deflationary measures... .“ And Kindleberger—-

in paraphrasing FriedmanZ_admits that “the only way depreciation works is

if you can succeed in reducing the cost of domestically produced goods

relative to foreign goods. But it is difficult to keep wages, interest

rates, and prices in general from rising with a depreciating dollar. Curb-

ing inflation as the dollar falls is possibly only at the expense of higher

*6unemployment .”

In addition, it is unrealistic to presume that world inflation is not

a concern to an individual country under a flexible exchange rate system.

External inflation must be a concern to any country that doesn’t want to see

any significant changes in the structure of its economy with regard to the

nature of its export industries and the relative prices of goods.

Johnson thus concludes, in contrast to his earlier views, that “con—

trary to widespread belief, a floating rate system yields little, if any,

extra freedom for the Independent exercise of national economic policy,

*Emphasis added .

— •—z--~ ~‘-~~—~ ----~~
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if freedom means freedom from external influences and changes and is

defined implicitl y to mean independence exercised without cost in the

form of disturbance.”1 I can’t imagine how else one might define free-

dom, but it is the lack of this same freedom that is cited in condemning

the fixed—rate system.

Any vestige of thought that flexible rates allow more national

autonomy than fixed rates can probably be laid to rest by quoting again

from Guth ,
4 former executive director of the IMF for Germany . He recom-

mends “closer cooperation between the Il-IF and commercial banks” so that

countries with excessive trade deficits would then “no longer be able to

*• avoid the necessary~ pol~~~’ adjustments” [i.e., deflation i and concludes

that  “na t ional  governments must be prepared to accept member greater TMF

authority with all its implications ... .“ He presents this in the context

of a floating rate system. Thus the conc ins ion must he that even if a

country deva lues rather than deflates , domestic monetary restra m t  is

required if there is to he an improvement in tne balance of payment s.

An extra degree of freedom has been obtained , though , under the current

f l e x i b l e — r a t e  system , hut only in the sense that countries have been able

to avoid monetary restraint through competitive devaluation , i.e., the

flexible—rate system has bought time for the international monetary svs—

tem. (In light of this, it is not hard to understand why the Japanese

and Germans have been reluctant to inflate to reduce their surplus in view

of the U.S.’s inability to exercise the monetary restraint necessary to

reduce its deficit.) Trade deficits will continue until the present s~-stem

is made to function properly, which is unlikely given that practicing the

necessary monetary restra int is apparently not politicall y feasible.

*Emphasis added . 
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III. EXCHANGE—RATE UNCERTAINTY

Given t h a t  a “proper ly ” f u n c t i o n i n g  f l e x i b l e — r a t e  sys tem provides

no increase in domestic economic autonomy , It seems Important to determine

the extent of any costs incurred by the greater uncertaint~’ In exchange

rates &‘xpt r i ent’ed under a (text bIt’ rat t s vs tern. There art’ man~ sources

o f such c os t s .

With regard to contracts , unsettled monetary conditions have con—

t-rihuted to the spread of “hardship clauses” In contracts resulting in

the blurring of a contract and a modification of the time—honored principle

that a contract establishes immutable rights and obligations between the

parties. The fact that IMF member nations will have the right , under the

Articles of the soon—to—he—ratified 2nd amendment , to unilaterally change

their exchange arrangements will affect not only the drafting of legal

instruments hut also the development of international and national monetar y

law.5 A related development has been the reinstitution of the gold clause ,

which was recently restored to legality by the U.S. and a number of

countries. This allows the settlement of claims on the basis of a given

amount of gold , at the option of the seller , to protect against depreci-

ation . Similar clauses based on “baskets” of currencies (including SDR ’s)

have also been developed . Such “clauses” are sure to increase the costs

of international transactions , at least during the initial phase of any

floating rate system.

A recent series by the •~~~~~~~~
‘ ‘

~~ ‘~ delineated aspects of

how the flexible—rate system is affecting trade and foreign investment.

Many U.S. firms that obtained relative ly cheap loans In marks or Swiss

francs have been forced to refinance at less favorable terms on the

- ~~~~~~~~~~ -•• - ~~~~~
• • • -•— —- --• 
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Eurodollar market. Effects on reported earnings of industries that do

business abroad have resulted in costly new U.S. accounting rules. Many

firms have canceled plans to invest abroad by virtue of the increased

difficulty in planning and budgeting . Companies who transact in many

foreign currencies have been forced to set up departments to follow the

markets. And a major complaint Is the irc.eased difficulty of predict-

ing costs a.~d therefore profits , even in the very short term.

Finally , many U.S. companies have been forced to pay in foreign

currencies for imports as foreign exporters refuse dollars, As

a result these companies have had to buy insurance against the risk of

foreign currency appreciation , i.e., they are buying forward contracts.

Of course, for those firms who were already hedging under the fixed

rate system, the issue reduces to whether the cost of hedging has been

kept within “reasonable bounds” under a flexible exchange rate system.

I assume that by “reasonable bounds” Johnson meant costs no greater than

those experienced under fixed exchange rates. The interest rate parity

theorem relates the forward premium/discount to the money—market rate

differential: (F — S)/S = r
d 

— r
f~ 

where F = forward exchange rate,

S = the spot exchange rate, rd 
= the domestic interest rate and rf 

= the

foreign interest rate.24 Analyses of the forward exchange market during

periods of fixed exchange rates have shown that, although opportunities

for profit through arbitrage exlsted,
U on the average, interest rate

parity was the rule)’6’24 ’25 For example, for the years 64—70 neither

Canada, Germany, Netherlands, United Kingdom, or France showed any

systematic deviation from interest rate parity with ~.s )’6 Thus, for

Johnson’s assertion to hold true, it must be demonstrated , assuming the

interest rate parity theorem to still be valid, that money—market’s

differentials have not increased since then.

• •~~~~~ 
-
~ 
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8 “But Frenkel ‘ - has demonstrated m a t  during periods of different ially

changing Inflation rates that the premium/discount of forward &‘x ’hange con-

tracts is Instead a function of the difference between domestic and ~ot -lgn

anticipated rates of inflation (the anticipated Inflation rate differential ).

While his studies were concerned with the German post—WW I hvper in flat ion

(also a period of flexible exchange rates), he maintains that the analysis

is also applicable to “less extreme and more typical inflatIonary processes.’

As such , i t  seems reasonable that the analysis would be app licable to for-

ward pricing since the breakdown of Bretton Woods (1971).

Thus the interest rate parity theorem would seem to be valid only in

a system where real rates of re turn between countries are the same, as

was observed in the 1960—1970 period of relatively stable exchange and

inflation rates.’6 I.e., if r — I r , — I .,  where r and I are the
I 1 j  j  I i

in te res t  rate  and i n f l a t i o n  rate , respectively , in country ‘I’ , then

F — S 
= r — r • = i — i .. In this case an in teres t  rate  pa r i ty  theoremS I •i i 3 

-

would be equivalent to an inflation rate parity theorem. It is assumed

here that the expected inflation rate in the short term is the same as

current inflat ion rate (i.e., stable). But when real rates of return

diverge as a result of the advent of differential inflation rates, as

occurred post—1 971,
16 then the pricing of forward contracts becomes a

function of the anticipated inflation rate differential. The above

relationship no longer holds (r1 
— r • x i~ — 1.) since r1 and r1 

are

presumably unchanged (in the short term) while i~ and i~ have changed

differentially.

This contention , though , that forward premiums are determined on

the basis of differential inflation expectations , assumes that the forward

market En efficient. Given that efficiency can be a function of the

— -— ~~~~~~ — 
- - 

. .. :... ~~~~~~~~ -_,~-_,~~~ 
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volume of transactions, and that the forward markets are much larger than

a few years ago,’° it is unlikely that efficiency (at a given conf. level)
has been maintained throughout the post—71 period. This can be tested by

way of a model used by Frenkel
8 
in determining the efficiency of the post—

World War I forward exchange market. He defines efficiency in the stock

market sense, in that one would expect current prices to reflect all avaIl-

able information and that the residuals from the estimated regression

should be serially uncorrelated . His model is:

Log S
t a + b Log F

t l  
+ U

where S
t 
is the current spot exchange rate, Ft 1  

is the one—month forward

exchange rate prevailing at the previous month. Efficiency requires that

the constant term does not differ significantly from zero, that the slope

coefficient does not differ significantly from unity, and that the error

term is serially uncorrelated (on the basis of the Durbin—Watson statistic).

Thus, this analysis could be done for various periods since 1971 and com-

pared with data on the average volume of transactions for those periods to

determine whether efficiency (at various confidence levels) is a function

of volume over the volume range available.

Given that the forward market has been efficient (to at least .95)

and the existence of differentially changing inflation rates, then forward

contract pricing is determined by the anticipated inflation rate differ-

ential. Thus, in light of the fact that national inflation rates (and

therefore national anticipated Inflation rates) are more divergent than

ever before4 it follows that forward contracts must be more costly than

ever before, regardless of the relationship to money—market differential

L -- 
-‘-‘n-- - __ •_ ~~_ _ _- ,__ .. _ --
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(i.e., nominal interest rates may or may not be more divergent than they

were during fixed exchange rates).

• That the flexible rate system Incurs greater Cost in foreign trans-

actions relative to the fixed rate system Is clear, regardless of whether

Increased inflation rate differentials or inefficiency result in higher

forward rates, since the increased exchange rate uncertainty will force

more traders to hedge. And In lieu of any long—term forward market ,

foreign investors will continue to suffer exchange losses on portfol to

and direct investments and long—term lending and borrowin~,. It is

argued13 that, to the ext2rt that a country ’s domestic prices diverge

from foreign prices , that any losses to foreign long—term investors from

exchange depreciation will tend to be balanced by increased earnings and

interest rates In terms of domestic currency. But this necessarily

assumes a properly functioning system.

It is clear that commercial traders and foreign investors would be

In favor of eliminating all exchange risk. Although this could be

obtained under a properly functioning gold standard , it is conceivable

that foreign exchange rate “certainty” might be offset by the uncertai~ ty

that would be created with regard to internal price adjustments necessary

to maintain parity. Thus under fixed rates there would presumably be an

increased need to hedge on the commodity futures market. Either system ,

then, involves uncertainty that requires hedging. But , it appears that

the existing flexible exchange rate system has, in addition to creating

increased exchange rate uncertainty, increased the instability of domestic

price levels.’6 (In this case, though, the uncertainty Is with regard

to changes In the inflation rate rather than changes from inflation to

deflation). Thus, under the current system , there is an increased need

to hedge on both the coimnodity and currency forward markets.

• _ _ _ _ _ _

• — .~--- -  ~- 
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IV. INTERNATIONAL MONETARY RESTRAINT

Theoretically, both the fixed and flexible exchange rate systems are

viable in the sense that they provide a mechanIsm for adjustment of the

external balance. But , realistically, there is no way in either system

to prevent individual nations from inflating (or, as is far less likely.

deflating) irresponsibly (to avoid adjustment) and thus seeking to Improve

their economic position at the expense of other nations. Currently ,

the problem is not with the flexible exchange rate system per se, but

with the domestic economic policies that are pursued . “The efficacy

of the freely fluctuating exchange rates can be said to depend funda-

mentally.. .upon the successful implementation of monetary and fiscal

policies for domestic stabilization purposes.”
13 In the case of an

Incipient trade deficit , this means that a devaluation must be followed

by restraint on the increase of domestic monetary reserves. It Is clear

that the post—1971 system has flot I)een characterized by such r e s t r a i n t .

This same lack of restraint was responsible for the demise of the

Bretton Woods fixed—rate system in that gold movement (let alone

reserve currency movement) did little to affect domestic monetary policy)8

Thus the appropriate conclusion seems to be that the demise of the

Bretton Woods fixed rate system and the current turmoil of the flexible

rate system are both the result of Irresponsible domestic monetary policy

in the sense that no nation Is willing (for political reasons) to enforce

the restraint needed to effect a balance of payments adjustment. The

issue is not whether fixed is better than flexible , since they both

involve monetary restra tnt , bu t who titer nat tons can he Induced to pur—

sue the appropriate monetary policy .

1 -
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The change from a nominally fixes system to a nominally flexible

system (1973) was made not because the latter system was perceived to

be superior , but because the doubling of world liquidity’9 (mainly in

the form of Eurodollars) in the previous three years had resulted in

a de facto flexible rate system anyway . Countries were no longer willing

and/or able to intervene in the foreign exchange market to maintain parity.

The world was forced into a flexible rate system because of irresponsible

monetary policy , so it is not surprising that a lack of restraint still

prevails as indicated by continued inability to bring about a balance of

payments adjus tment .

This , then , accounts for the e f f o r t s  by the International Monetary

Fund to increase (as indicated by the provisions of the second amendment

now under consideration for ratification) its authority in the management

of the international monetary system)5 Whether the IMP will be able to

effectively impose restraint on national central banks any better than

the gold standard is unclear. What is clear is that virtues of increased

national autonomy have given way to the virtues of increased international

economic order. But, if the member countries are willing to ascribe to

the IMF the powers necessary to effect the monetary restraint necessary

to make either system work, then why not simply agree to observe a gold

standard (whether under a fixed or flexible system). Perhaps the appar—

ent preference for the IMP is due to the fact that restraint is politi—

cally more tenable when it can be blamed on someone else (IMP) rather

than on a lump of metal.

___ - 
-
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V. THE FUTURE ROLE OF THE IMP/GOLD

It appears that the current turmoil is leading to an international

monetary system in which the expanded IMP role will perhaps involve the

enforcement of a gold standard, or at least a system in which gold is

the primary reserve asset. This may seem to contradict apparent IMF

policy regarding gold, especially in light of former Secretary of the

Treasury Simon ’s prognostication (after the IMP’s Sequoia meeting in

August , 1975) that gold would be phased out of the monetary system.

But a closer look reveals otherwise. It was agreed (1) gold was to

be mobilized, i.e., to be used in transaction between central banks

at market related prices , (2) the central banks would be able to ~~y

as well as sell gold at market prices, and (3) that gold held by the

IMF should be returned to the contributing countries at the price at

which they had paid in. The only concession granted to the anti—

gold forces (Simon, et al.) was that this should not occur for two

14,5years.

The response to this agreement in Europe was that gold would be

restored as the primary reserve asset. The E~conomist commented that “The

Americans believe gold is being phased out of the monetary system..., but

they may have been taken for a ride.”
12 Former Secretary of the Treasury

Henry Fowler expressed extreme opposition to the agreement, commenting

that the combination of abolishing the official price and allowing central

banks to buy at the market could result in making gold again the principal

component of monetary reserve.’4 Fritz Machiup denounced it as inconsis—

tent with “the principles of (monetary ] reform that had been hammered out

,,12
in arduous discussions over a period of 12 years.

_____ - — ----- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ 
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Machiup had ridiculed e f f o r t s  to have the book value of gold ( re-

s u l t i n g  f r o m  the two—t Ier system , I.e., the official price) revalued in

order  to Inc rease in t e r n a t i o na l  reserves , using words l ike  “c l a p t r a p ,  naive ,

gimmickry , f a i r y ta l e , Imbecile , useless , and Rube Goldberg ” to present

his arguments.9 He apparently (or purposely) missed the point by assumIng

throughout that there would be no change in the two—tier system , i.e.,

that central banks would still not be able to buy and sell gold In the

market. Obviously a revaluation under these conditions would be meaning-

less and was not intended by revaluation advocates.

The U.S.’s apparent aversion to gold is probably, in part , attribu-

table to the fact that it interferes with the dollar and/or SDR’s (given

that the U.S. is the only country with veto power over SDR allocations)

role as the main international reserve assets and thus detracts from

potential U.S. influence. The European pro—gold stance is understandable ,

given that they perceived the U.S.’s enthusiasm for the SDR as inspired

by the hope the SDR might reduce some of the demand for the conversion of

U.S. dollars into gold’5 and thus allow the U.S. to continue its inflation-

ary policies. Solomon concludes that “despite the lip service paid to the

SDR as the principal reserve asset of the future, there persists.. .a

desire to preserve a significant role for gold...[due to]. ..a fear that

international cooperation may some day flounder and the IMP become unwork—

,,12able.

Cl earl y , it is the lack of domestic monetary restraint , and not flex-

ible (or fixed) exchange rates per se, that is responsible for the interna-

tional monetary morass. Such restraint will appare ntly have to be imposed

by either the IMP, or gold , or both , if the free world is to avoid further

and greater economic crises.

______________- —--  - - - — - S  —- — -
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